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Abstract: The relationship between heat and harmful outcomes is well documented, with
research connecting various adverse economic outcomes to the climate. In the presence of
increasing global warming and climate change, understanding why the climate leads to
negative economic outcomes is essential for forming peaceful institutions of the future. We
study how behavioral economic outcomes change in the presence of heat through a lab
experiment involving 1,110 observations conducted in five different countries. This paper
specifically focuses on the social preference outcome of spite. We find that increased time
exposure to the treatment effect of heat is required to elicit an individual’s spiteful behavior.
Our results also suggest heterogeneity in this effect with a particular difference along
gender and income consistency. We deploy novel methods to analyze heterogeneity using a
machine-learning causal forest and Sorted Group Average Treatment Effect (GATES).
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1. Introduction
Climate and economic outcomes have been at the forefront of research and policy concerns

in recent decades as global warming predictions materialize (Bathiany et al. 2018). Com-

pounding current-day climate volatility with scientists’ predictions that temperatures will

continue to rise in decades to come makes understanding climate and its effect on human

behavior a crucial concern for policymakers when designing future institutions. Although

climate concerns have recently elevated their importance in modern science, the role that

climate plays in shaping societal outcomes has had a long history of sparking researchers’

interest (Almås et al. 2019a).

The large body of research connecting climate with behavioral outcomes overwhelm-

ingly shows a link between increased temperatures and detrimental socioeconomic outcomes

(Hsiang, Burke, and Miguel 2013a). Research has frequently shown evidence of the rela-

tionship between hot climates and increased group-level and individual-level conflict (Burke,

Hsiang, and Miguel 2015a). Heat’s linkage to increased conflict and aggression is supported

through substantial research mapping heat as a causal force driving harmful societal out-

comes. Recent studies have mapped heat to increased crime rates, hostility towards others,

civil conflict, political unrest, and more (Hsiang, Burke, and Miguel 2013a). Temperatures’

connection to harmful outcomes is well established, yet the mechanisms behind how warmer

climates are causing detrimental outcomes are still unknown.

Climate can affect societal outcomes in three ways (Falk et al. 2018). The first effect

the literature defines is known as the direct effect. The direct effect describes the process

humans directly undergo when the temperature rises; people may get uncomfortable, more
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irritable, or lethargic (Bushman and Anderson 2020). The direct effect is often difficult

to pin down because detrimental outcomes correlated with hot climates are endogenous

with many other variables that the climate affects. For example, hot temperatures are

also responsible for droughts, volatile crop yields, and extreme weather events (Arnell et

al. 2019). These outside effects of heat can then cause outcomes of conflict which are what

the literature defines as indirect effects. Research frequently shows indirect effects being at

least partially responsible for poverty, instability, and migration outcomes. This paper takes

advantage of a lab experiment’s ability to block out the indirect effects of hot temperatures

on behavioral outcomes. Our experiment will exogenous vary room temperatures to look at

different behavioral outcomes. We will also introduce a competition within the experiment

to examine the heterogeneous treatment effects between winners and losers.

Research suggests that the causal mechanism behind heat’s relationship to harmful

outcomes may be two-fold. First, rising temperatures cause people to become irritable,

uncomfortable, or upset, and when combined with a provoking event, an individual is more

likely to react anti-socially. Studies have found evidence of this interaction in sporting events

(Larrick et al. 2011a), parking lots (Kenrick and MacFarlane), and social media (Baylis et

al., 2018). This experiment pulls inspiration from a similar lab experiment from (Almås et

al. 2019a), where the temperature was controlled in a lab setting. They found little evidence

of heats direct effect on social preferences, except for a significant treatment effect for a sub

population of individuals from Kenya that identified as belonging to an ethnic group that

had been politically marginalized in a recent national election. The heterogeneity found in

this subpopulation in Kenya supports the theory that heat requires a provoking interaction

to produce harmful outcomes. This paper will add to the literature in three ways:
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1. We conducted a randomized control experiment across five countries, collecting over

1,100 observations and measuring various behavioral economic outcomes.

2. We will analyze the treatment effect on the anti-social outcome of spitefulness.

3. We will test out novel machine learning methods to compare there results wtih tradi-

tional methods for examining heterogeneous treatment effects.

Spitefulness will be the central behavioral outcome that this paper examines. Spite

comes from the root word despite and is defined by many behavioral economists as any

action that causes harm to others without having any benefit to the actor themselves (Fehr,

Glätzle-Rützler, and Sutter 2013). Our experiment will measure spitefulness through four

rounds of a single shot, anonymous dictator games, which are commonly used in economic

literature to measure individuals’ social preferences. We find that 7% of the sample act in a

way categorized as “Strong Spite” and 24% of the sample categorized as “Weak Spite” based

on their dictator game answers. We look at both categories as separate outcome variables

with our primary analysis on the Strong Spite outcome.

We find that the treatment effect of heat has a negligible effect on individuals’ probabil-

ity of acting spitefully for both outcomes, with a coefficient less than 0.05 and an insignificant

p-value, however we do find significant heterogenaity within the treatment effect with specific

subpopulations displaying a statistically significant treatment effect. We find a significant

positive treatment effect for individuals who played version B of the economic experiment.

Version B differed from version A in two ways. First that individuals played a competition

round immediately before answering the dictator games, where spiteful behavior was mea-

sured. The second difference between the two versions is that version B exposed individuals
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to the temperature of the room for 15 minutes before they answered the dictator games

compared to 5 minutes in version A. Our results suggest that this increased exposure to high

temperatures may be creating a significant treatment effect of temperature on spite. We

find that for individuals playing version B and in room over 24 wet bulb Celsius, they are

9% more likely to respond spitefully with a significance at the below the 5% level.

Furthermore we find that there is heterogeneity in this later treatment effect of individ-

uals that playued version B, among gender and income consistency. We uncover our findings

through numorus methods including traditional OLS and have these findings tested through

novel methods of a machine learning methods of a causal forest (Wager and Athey 2018)

and generic machine learning (Chernozhukov et al. 2018). The techniques of a causal forest

and generic machine learning have been leading the way in the recent research in estimating

heterogeneous treatment effects. Our findings can contribute to the literature by provide

insight into for whom does having increased exposure to high temperatures cause anti-social

outcomes.

It is important to consider our results’ external validity in the context of the more

prominent topic of climate change’s impact on human behavior. Two limitations to keep in

mind from our lab experiment are one, the lack of variation in the age and occupation of our

participants due to the fact that all experiments where conducted on university campuses.

Secondly, our experimental environment was all indoors, where temperature variation was

easy to manipulate however the effects of climate change will predominantly be experienced

outdoors. Our findings most closely generalize to situations with hot indoor environments;

however, these results can still provide evidence to the broader concern of how climate change
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will change our behaviors.

2. Literature Review

2.1. Global Warming
In 1748 Montesquieu argued in The Spirit of Laws that an “excess of heat” made men

“slothful and dispirited”. However, because of the global temperature increases due to global

warming, climates affect on humans and what this means for the economy is a high impor-

tance (Arnell et al. 2019). It’s projected that the frequency of extreme wet bulb temperature

events could increase by a factor of 100 - 250 (Coffel, Horton, and Sherbinin 2018). It is

also projected that by the mid to late 21st century, those exposed to deadly heat waves

will substantially increase (Coffel, Horton, and Sherbinin 2018). Climate change is not just

something that is projected but has already negatively impacted the lives of many. The 2003

heat wave in Europe caused tens of thousands of deaths, while a 2010 Russian heat wave

has been attributed to increased global food prices (Dell, Jones, and Olken 2014). Recent

heat waves of wet bulb temperatures between 29C and 31C have caused tens of thousands

of deaths (Stott, Stone, and Allen 2004).

Increasing global temperatures and humidity is a real problem that the globe will have

to face and is predicted to accelerate in the decades to come, even if we are able to slow

down global warming (Coffel, Horton, and Sherbinin 2018). Extreme heat is one of the most

noticeable impacts that climate change will have in the coming decades (Coffel, Horton,

and Sherbinin 2018). The change of our climate will have impacts in numerous aspects of

society, and a more subtle uncertain effect that climate change may affect is how human
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decision-making will be impacted due to these increased temperatures. By 2070 –2080, it is

projected that global multi-GCM mean increases in annual maximum wet bulb temperature

across the tropics and mid-latitudes of 2 - 3 Celsius(Coffel, Horton, and Sherbinin 2018).

Of all the negative impacts that climate can have on human lives, research has shown that

rising temperatures has the potential to have the most significant impact on human behavior

(Burke, Hsiang, and Miguel 2015b).

2.2. Climate & Conflict
There is an established relationship between a positive correlation between ambient temper-

ature and aggressive behaviors (Baron and Bell, n.d.; Craig et al. 2016; Lange, Rinderu, and

Bushman 2017). Although the curve relating temperature and aggression may be unclear,

whether it is linear or non-parametric, the evidence shows that as temperature increases, so

does aggressive behavior. Aggression has been measured by increases in crime rates (Bush-

man, Wang, and Anderson 2005) and aggression during in athletic games like baseball and

football (Craig et al. 2016; Larrick et al. 2011b). A 2015 (Burke, Hsiang, and Miguel 2015b)

meta-analysis looked at over 50 studies relating temperatures’ relationship to conflict and

found that one standard deviation increases in temperature leads to increase in interpersonal

conflict by 2.4% and inter-group conflict by 11.3% (Burke, Hsiang, and Miguel 2015b). More

concerningly is that some research suggests that the negative effects of temperature on ag-

gression affect certain groups more than others. Research looking at 20 years of monthly

climate and crime data found that disadvantaged neighborhoods experienced substantially

higher amounts of violence due to higher temperatures (Mares 2013). This relationship has

led to many theories attempting to describe the link between temperature and aggression,

with two of the leading theories being the General Aggression Model (GAM) and the Routine
6



Activity Theory (Lange, Rinderu, and Bushman 2017).

The two models differ greatly in the fact that the General Aggression Model says that

temperature acts as a trigger that increases aggression, suggesting that there is an inter-

nal mechanism that is at play when humans’ environmental temperature increases (Lange,

Rinderu, and Bushman 2017). On the other hand, the Routine Activity Theory suggests

that the temperature increases the distribution of social interactions in terms of creating a

more probable chance of conflict or aggression (Lange, Rinderu, and Bushman 2017). These

by no means are the only two theories relating to climate and aggression, as no theory is yet

to have overwhelming empirical evidence to support them (Lange, Rinderu, and Bushman

2017). There is also plenty of mechanisms that may be at play in the reason for temper-

ature’s effect on aggression. There is also evidence to suggest that temperature may alter

one’s reaction to a stressful situation or “triggering” event. Craig Anderson’s research on

professional baseball players shows evidence that the interaction between temperature and a

“triggering” event, in this case, the presence of an aggressive act from the opposition, creates

an aggressive act of retaliation (Larrick et al. 2011b). There is also supporting evidence

from research done on NFL football games finding that temperature required an interation

with indiviudals also playing a home game for temperatures to increase aggression (Craig et

al. 2016). Such effects are especially pronounced in correctional facilities as high tempera-

tures increase daily violent interactions by 20% and the probability of any violence by 18%,

according to a study in Mississippi (Hsiang, Burke, and Miguel 2013b).
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2.3. Spite
Spite is one of the four pro-social behaviors but is one of the least understood of the four.

Spite has historically been defined in a few different ways in the economic literature. One

popular way it is seen is that spite is at the intersection of causing harm to ones self as

well as to the other individual. Other definitions of spite have been that spite is the action

of reducing another material payoff for the very purpose of increasing one’s relative payoff

(Fehr, Hoff, and Kshetramade 2008). Fehr has extensive literature on measuring anit-social

behavior and uses this definition of spite in able to measure it through the use of dictator

games, public good experiments, and ultimatum games (Fehr, Hoff, and Kshetramade 2008;

Falk, Fehr, and Fischbacher 2005). Falk even finds that spiteful actions disappear when

there is no longer a way for an individual to increase their relative payment due to their

opponent (Falk, Fehr, and Fischbacher 2005). Another way of being defined is that spite

puts a negative value on the other person’s well-being (Fehr, Glätzle-Rützler, and Sutter

2013). In 2012 Fehr ran experiment that categorized 717 subjects ages 8 - 17 as either

egalitarian, altruistic, or spiteful and found a strong decrease in spite in age. Often, spite is

measured in three-person ultimatum, prisoner dilemma games (Falk, Fehr, and Fischbacher

2005) or in as in the case of this paper, dictator games.

Theories around why spiteful outcomes exist are difficult to explain, with little theory

being empirically validated in the field. Levine is one of the views who does attempt to put a

theoretical framework around spitefulness by defining spite as being a negative weight one has

on their indiviudal utility function with respect to anothers income (Levine 1998). Making

measuring spite is as simple as looking at the coefficient that one places on the utility they
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gain from the income of another individual. A spiteful actor will have a negative coefficient.

Staying with Levine’s theoretical model, spite can also be described as an individual valuing

the payoff of another individual negatively. Spitefulness poses a problem to cooperation

because cooperation would usually mean increasing the payoff of the other group members

at the expense of one’s own payoff (Falk, Fehr, and Fischbacher 2005). Spitefulness is

surprisingly prevalent in many behavioral economic experiments. In the perspective of the

climate and behavior literature, spite is a less common and subtler outcome variable to look

at that is surprisingly robust in societal outcomes (Fehr, Hoff, and Kshetramade 2008).

2.4. Mechanisms
There are several mechanisms that have been theorized to be at play when describing the

effect of temperature on aggression and, more broadly, the temperature on overall human

behavior (Miles-Novelo and Anderson 2019). There is a theory that the mechanism may

be physiological and that increase in temperature activates the part of the brain that is re-

sponsible for thermoregulation and emotional regulation (Miles-Novelo and Anderson 2019).

Another physiological mechanism that could be at play is the additional adrenaline that is

produced during heat increase, which may lead to increased aggressive behavior. On the

psychological side, there are theories that the stress of the environment influences how we

think (Miles-Novelo and Anderson 2019). Research shows that higher temperatures can

cause discomfort, which increases irritability and hostility, which are pre-courses to aggres-

sion (Anderson 2001). It is likely that both physiological and psychological mechanisms for

describing the effect of temperature on human behavior are at play. The mechanism of the

direct effect of temperature on human behavior has been difficult to pin down because there

are many indirect factors at play when measuring anti-social outcomes that are caused by
9



the climate.

There have been three major theories when describing temperature and human behavior.

One early theory is the General Aggression Model or GAM (Bushman and Anderson 2020).

The General Aggression Model in the context of heat’s impact on behavior, claims the

heat itself changes one’s propensity for violence. This would be more consistent with a

physiological mechanism at play when describing that heat makes one more irritable and

hence more likely to be aggressive (Bushman and Anderson 2020). Cohen and Marcus

Felson’s Routine Activity Theory is more generally used to model the occurrence of crime,

which includes many other factors outside of temperature. Routine Activity Theory (RAT)

in the context of the temperature and behavior discussion, explains that the presence of

aggression and violence is due to the increase in social activity and aggressive opportunities

that come with higher temperatures. When temperatures are lower, people have less of

an opportunity to go outside and be more social, and thus less aggression is the outcome.

The third and most recent theory is the CLASH Theory, standing for climate aggression

and self-control in humans (Lange, Rinderu, and Bushman 2017). The CLASH theory

describes temperature and behavior at the city level and describes regions of lower average

temperatures as having slower life history, more of a focus on the future, and more self-

control which is why they exhibit more self-control (Lange, Rinderu, and Bushman 2017).

In other words, CLASH predicts that locations with hotter climates have a faster lifestyle,

care more about the present day, and have less self-control which leads to the relationship

between heat and aggression that has been observed so often in experiments. These are the

three leading theories to describe increasing temperature’s influence on human behavior.
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3. Research Design

3.1. Sample, Timeline, & Sites
The experiment occurred in five sites: Delhi, India; Mexico City, Mexico; Davis, California;

Nairobi, Kenya; and Bogota, Columbia. At the time of this paper, Columbia’s data still

needed to be processed, so the data used in this analysis is from the remaining four locations.

The overall timeline for data collection in the field was between June 2022 - March 2023.

Each location spent two to three weeks experimenting on a college campus in their respective

locations1. Because the experiment was exclusively conducted on college campuses, the data

set is predominantly college students, with participants average age being 21 years old. The

literature suggests that developing nations with growing populations with limited access to

cooling resources and a heavy reliance on agricultural jobs will likely be the most affected by

climate change. Thus, it was important for our study to include locations from developing

nations. Of the four locations used in this paper, we conducted 105 sessions with an average

session size of approximately 11 individuals, giving us a final data set of 1,131 observations.

Each session was randomly assigned treatment ( > 30C) or control ( < 30C ), with

treatment and control sessions varying distribution throughout the different times of the

day. Other than the varying temperature of the room, we also varied which of the two

experimental packets each individual received. The two versions, Version A and Version B,

only varied in which order the dictator games were played. Since the dictator games are

where we measure the behavioral outcomes of interest, it is essential to understand the order

in which they are played. In Version A, the dictator games are played first. In contrast, in
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Version B, the dictator games were played second, allowing individuals to win or lose the

competition in the previous round. In the final data set, Version A was given out to 51% of

the sample, and 49% received Version B. The individuals who played Version B allow us to

research whether the provoking event of losing a competition creates a difference in observed

treatment effects.

The experiment was randomized on the session level as we could not randomly place

the individual in either treatment or not at the location as only one experiment was being

run at a time. Because of this, we cluster our errors at the session level to account for

any confounding characteristics within sessions. Figure 6.1 shows a balance check between

treatment and control, looking at individual-level characteristics.

3.2. Temperature Manipulation
The experiment involved manipulating the temperature in a room on a continuum of varied

temperatures. The temperature was measured using digital thermometers placed in the cen-

ter of the room, and both temperature and humidity were recorded at five-minute intervals.

The treatment sessions were assigned to temperatures above 30 Celsius, while the control

sessions were set to temperatures below 30 Celsius. The mean temperature for the treatment

sessions was 31.79 Celsius, and the mean temperature for the control sessions was 26.54 Cel-

sius. The target temperature for each session varied; the treatment temperatures ranged

from 30 Celsius to 33.8 Celsius, while the control temperatures ranged from 19 Celsius to

29.95 Celsius. Each session’s mean length was 1 hour and 17 minutes, and each observation’s

recorded temperature was the mean temperature during the entire session.

Humidity impacted our treatment measure because wet bulb Celsius is the primary
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treatment variable we use in our specifications which takes into account humidity. Each

location had minimal variations in setup and ability to control temperatures. Each location

had an air conditioning and heating unit to control room temperatures as best as possible,

except for Delhi, which did not have a heating unit. Temperatures above 30 Celsius in Delhi

were achieved by closing all windows and heating the room naturally. The experiment in

Delhi took place in July, during the summer season, with a median temperature of 31.67

Celsius and a maximum outside temperature exceeding 34 Celsius. The Davis, California

location was treated similarly to Delhi, with observations taken during the summer season

and a median outside temperature of 31.11 Celsius. Locations like Mexico City, Mexico,

and Nairobi, Kenya, had more moderate temperatures during the experimentation period,

with median outside temperatures of 20 Celsius and 23.89 Celsius, respectively. These two

locations required additional heating units to bring the temperatures up to the required

threshold of 30 Celsius for the treatment sessions.

3.3. Measuring Spite Through Dictator Games
Dictator games are frequently used in behavioral economics literature to measure pro-social

and anti-social behaviors (Cason and Mui 1998). Our experiment will use dictator games to

measure the individuals’ social preferences. This paper is concerned with the social preference

for spitefulness. Other contributors to the project will research the remaining outcomes and

will be presented in their research.

The type of dictator game that our subjects played was a two-person dictator game,

where each individual was always in the position of the dictator, and their partner remained

anonymous. They were aware that their partner would be undisclosed in the current experi-
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ment session. In each of the four rounds, the individual was the position of the dictator, and

had the decision-making power. In a single round of the dictator game, an individual would

be shown two options, option A and option B. Option A was always the egalitarian option

of eight tokens for me, and eight tokens given to the other. Option B would be the option

that had variation from each round. For example, option B had eight tokens for me and four

for the other in round one of the dictator games. The tokens would have a conversion to

the local currency in the upper right corner of each experimental page so that the individual

knew the monetary value of their decisions.

We measure spite through the use of our three rounds of dictator games. Dictator games

were played in four rounds; however, round 3 did not have a spiteful option, so we do not use

it in creating our primary spiteful outcome variable. The primary outcome variable, Strong

Spite, will be an indicator variable that takes a value of one if the three dictator games that

provide an option to act spitefully are all chosen.

For example, round one presents an opportunity for the individual to choose an egali-

tarian choice of eight tokens to each themselves and another individual. Alternatively, they

can choose the option that gives themselves the eight tokens and the other individual four

tokens. Option B is the spiteful choice, as the individual who gave their opponent four tokens

instead of eight gains utility from having the other individual receive less than them. Im-

portantly, this individual who chooses the spiteful option in round one can not be confused

with being egalitarian as spiteful options in rounds two and three can. Round one is the only

round where option B is a purely spiteful choice and can not get confused with other social

preferences. For this reason, we use the individuals who answered spitefully on only round
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one as a secondary outcome variable. These individuals answered spitefully much more in

this round than in all three rounds. Out of the sample of 1,131, 24% answered spitefully for

round one (Weak Spite), and only 7% answered spitefully for all three rounds that had a

spiteful opportunity (Strong Spite).

3.4. Raven Matrices Competition Losers
Raven Matrices have been used frequently in behavioral economics to measure the cognitive

ability of individuals (Almås et al. 2019a). The Raven Matrices that individuals had to

complete were questions that showed eight independent shapes with the ninth shape missing.

The individual would have to recognize the pattern and select the correct one missing out of

eight multiple-choice options. A measure of cognitive ability was then created based on the

sum of the total raven matrices the individual answered correctly out of the three rounds1.

There were three rounds of raven matrices played, with round 2, the tournament round,

being the round of interest for this paper. Round 2 of the raven matrices is a tournament

game where individuals compete against an undisclosed partner in the room. Each individual

has two minutes to answer as many raven matrices correctly as possible. Once the time is

complete, the individual’s total score was calculated by the total correct answer plus the

amount from the role of a six-sided dice. The dice roll adds a bit of “luck” to the individuals’

final score, allowing for an individual who answered fewer raven matrices correctly than

their partner to have still a chance to win. The outcome of this competition creates one

loser and one winner, and losing this competition is how we introduce a provoking event

into our experiment. A crucial variable in our analysis will be the individuals who lost the

competition. The individuals that qualify for this condition will be by a one in the binary

“Loss” variable. This Loss variable interacted with individuals who played version B will
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show us the individuals who lost the competition before they answered the dictator games

to see if this “triggering” event effects their treatment effect.

3.5. Survey Data
The last task individuals completed during the experimental session was an 81 questions

survey to gather information about each subject’s characteristics such as age, gender, occu-

pation, socioeconomic status, and household information. We also had multiple questions

to measure subjective characteristics such as social trust, stress exposure, and life satisfac-

tion. The survey’s groupings of questions created an index for three subjective measures of

interest, social trust, stress, and life satisfaction. Principal component analysis reduced the

groupings of questions to a single index that could be used during estimation. The survey is

where we get two variables of baseline characteristics that are part of crucial findings during

our heterogeneous treatment effect analysis, gender and income consistency.

4. Estimation & Methods

4.1. Wet Bulb Temperature Measure
Although treatment and control were determined based on the 30 Celsius room temperature

threshold, our estimation models use wet bulb temperature as the treatment variable. Wet

bulb is defined as the temperature that an air parcel would reach through evaporative cooling

once fully saturated (Coffel, Horton, and Sherbinin 2018). Wet Bulb temperature gives a full

measure of the amount of heat-induced stress that the climate has on an individual, as it also

takes into account the humidity of the climate. wet bulb temperatures are lower than the

standard Celsius temperature, which can make it difficult for individuals to comprehend what
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a specific wet bulb temperature feels like. Although Delhi may have maximum temperatures

of over 35 Celsius, wet bulb temperatures of over 35 C seldom occur and would be extremely

dangerous heat to be exposed to (Coffel, Horton, and Sherbinin 2018). Recent heat waves

have been between 29C and 31C, resulting in tens of thousands of fatalities (Horton et al.

2016). Our wet bulb range spans from 12.702 to 30.47 Celsius with a standard deviation

of 3.87 and a mean of 21.81. The primary treatment variable in our specifications uses wet

bulb Celsius standardized around the mean to give it a mean zero and a standard deviation

of one. Standardizing the continous treatment variable aids in interpretability for models

with multiple interactions.

4.2. Treatment Effect Specification
The main specifications, as registered in the pre-analysis plan before the experiment, will

test two different treatment variations on the binary outcome variable of spite. The 𝑦𝑖 is

the spiteful outcome for each individual observation, either 1 or 0, as measured through

our Strong Spite and Weak Spite indicators. The primary outcome of interest will be the

Strong Spite indicator. The two specified estimations, estimation 1 and estimation 2, differ

among the form of treatment effect they are testing. In estimation 1 we check for the

treatment effect, 𝜏1, on the continuous treatment variable of wet bulb Celsius standardized,

𝑊𝑒𝑡𝐵𝑢𝑙𝑏𝑇 𝑒𝑚𝑝, will then be interpreted as the change in the probability that an individual

behaves spitefully given a one degree Celsius increase in wet bulb temperature. We use wet

bulb as a continuous treatment variable because we were able to have a wide distribution of

wet bulb temperatures throughout our experiment. A wet bulb as a dummy variable is used

as a robustness check and in estimating heterogeneous treatment effects for the methods

that require a binary treatment variable. Due to the benefits of analyzing data from a
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randomized control experiment, we do not need to worry much about confounding variables

in our estimation. We will, however control for country-fixed effects with the term 𝜃𝑐. This

will allow the model to account for the correlations among observations within the same

country. The 𝑋′
𝑖 is a vector of covariates that control for baseline characteristics of the

sample. We will most common control for age and gender when running different variations

of our specified estimations. Lastly, our errors, 𝜖𝑖, will be clustered by the session level to

account for any correlation within observations in the same session.

4.2.0.0.1 Treatment Effect Specification

𝑦𝑖 =𝛼 + 𝜏1Wet Bulb Temp𝑖 + 𝜃𝑐 + 𝑋′
𝑖𝛽 + 𝜖𝑖

The second estimation differs from our first observation by introducing an interaction

term with the treatment, to create a new treatment effect 𝜏2 . The interaction is created

by adding in two new terms, 𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑠 and 𝑉 𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐵. Both terms are dummy variables, and

individuals who both lost the competition and played version B will be capture in the co-

efficent of this interaction, 𝛾2. We can then interact this interaction with the treatment

variable, 𝑊𝑒𝑡𝐵𝑢𝑙𝑏𝑇 𝑒𝑚𝑝, and see if individuals who lost the competition before answering

the dictator games were more effected by hotter temperatures in terms of there likelihood to

act spitefully. The 𝜏2 can then be interpreted as the change in probability that an individual

will act spitefully conditional on losing the tournament before playing the dictator games.

The estimation will also add 𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑠 and 𝑉 𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐵 as individual terms to control for there

non-interacted effect as well. This specification allowed us to look at if losing the competi-

tion before answering the dictator games made individuals more spiteful as well as if these
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same individuals had a more spiteful response to heat. 𝑊𝑒𝑡𝐵𝑢𝑙𝑏𝑇 𝑒𝑚𝑝 is the main treatment

variable of interest however we will also use a dummy treatment variable of temperatures

of 24 Celsius wet bulb as well. Just looking at Figure 6.6 we see that after 24 Celsius wet

bulb, the probability of spiteful outcomes begins to be linearly and positively correlated with

temperature. For this reason we explore a treatment threshold of 24 Celsius wet bulb.

4.2.0.0.2 Treatment Interaction Specification

𝑦𝑖 =𝛼 + 𝜏1Wet Bulb Temp𝑖 + 𝛾1Loss + 𝛾2Version B𝑖 + 𝛾2 (Wet Bulb Temp𝑖 × Loss𝑖) + 𝛾3 (Wet Bulb Temp𝑖 × Version B𝑖) +

𝛾4 (Loss𝑖 × Version B𝑖) + 𝜏2 (Wet Bulb Temp𝑖 × Loss𝑖 × Version B𝑖) + 𝜃𝑐 + 𝑋′
𝑖𝛽 + 𝜖𝑖

4.3. Machine Learning Methods for Heterogeneity
A central purpose of this paper is to check if there is heterogeneity in our treatment of wet

bulb temperature on spiteful outcomes. We will initially look at heterogeneous effects using

classical OLS and interaction terms. The covariates of interest were already specified in our

pre-analysis plan in order to do our best to avoid finding false positives in our analysis. The

covariates of interest that I will be looking in our classical OLS interactions are; gender, age,

cognitive ability, social trust, acquaintances, income consistency, and Socioeconomic status.

In section 4.2 I explain how each of these covariates are measured in our data set. In this

paper I focus on the two covariates that showed signgicance, gender and income consistency.

Traditional economics has used interaction terms within OLS models to look at conditional

treatment effects on different covariates, however this method runs into many limitations, in

particular, its lack of interpretability with a large number of covariates.
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Estimating heterogeneous treatment effects is a question that is a challenging and com-

plex coefficient to estimate but one that can provide meaningful insight into experimental

results and external validity. For this reason, statistical research on the topic of heteroge-

neous treatment effects has exploded in recent years with the advent of a new tool that

economists are quickly finding ways to take advantage of, machine learning. Machine learn-

ing provides superior predictive power when compared to classical econometric methods such

as OLS but it has always lacked interpretability, possing a significant problem for causal in-

ference. However, in recent years there have been much research and several novel methods

that attempt to solve the difficulty of estimating statistically valid heterogenous treatment

effects for many covariates. Two of these methods, which I will be implementing in my anal-

ysis, are a Causal Forest (Athey, Imbens, and Wager 2018) and Generic Machine Learning

(Chernozhukov et al. 2018). Both methods combine the benefits of machine learning’s ability

to handle data in high dimensional space while maintaining the ability to calculate standard

errors for statistical inference. Our analysis explores these novel methods and discuss their

results on our data set, benefits, shortcomings, and comparison to other methods.

4.3.1. Causal Forest

Causal Forests are a machine learning algorithm that estimates treatment effects conditional

on covariates at the individual level. This method seeks to estimate heterogeneous treatment

effects by differentiating observations by their covariates that show the largest treatment

effect. Causal forests work by splitting the data into a training and testing subset in order

to avoid overfitting. The final output from a causal forest is a decision tree with estimations

of a treatment effect for each subgroup. They sometimes refer to these as the leaves of the
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tree.

This approach allows for a better look at sub-populations’ relationship between treat-

ment and outcome than traditional methods that estimate average treatment effects. Causal

forests have several advantages over traditional linear models for estimating treatment ef-

fects. They are more flexible and can capture nonlinear relationships between covariates

and treatment effects. They are less susceptible to biases caused by confounding variables

since the method accounts for interactions between covariates and treatment. Additionally,

causal forests can handle high-dimensional data, which is a crucial advantage of the method

when compared to classical heterogeneous treatment effect methods. Despite causal forests

being a relatively novel method, they have already been used in many research papers.

4.3.2. Sorted Average Treatment Effect & Classification Analysis

Inspired by the recent emergence of generic Machine Learning by (Chernozhukov et al. 2018),

we will look at the sorted group average treatment effects (GATES) and classification anal-

ysis (CLAN) to see if there is evidence that heterogeneity exists. Sorted average treatment

effect is the concept of using a machine learning predictor to predict treatment effects for

each individual observation, also know as conditional average treatment effects. These linear

predictor makes the prediction based on all the covariates to give each indiviudal a unique

treatment effect. Once you have obtained the treatment effect predictions for each observa-

tion, you can sort them in ascending order. This order of treatment effects allows one to look

at if there is a difference between the individuals that have the highest predicted treatment

effect and the lowest predicted treatment effect. GATES analysis is the comparing the lowest

20% quantile verse the highest 20% quantile in terms of predicted treatment effect.
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After calculating our sorted average treatment effects (GATES) from our two machine

learning models, we preform a classification analysis (CLAN) on the specific characteristics

that these groups of treatment effects are made of. We will do this by looking at the average

value of a covariate in both the lowest (G1) and highest (G5) quantile. We then run a

t-test between the two values to see if they are significantly different. By doing classification

analysis, we can look at more comparatives than traditional OLS interactions allow us to do.

We are also able to utilize different models, such as a causal forest, that perform better than

traditional OLS in higher dimensions. The results of our classification analysis are shown in

Figure 6.16. These models were run on the strong spite outcome and the binary treatment

of Wet Bulb 24 Celsius. The “Diff” column are not coefficients, but they are the difference

between the averages of the covariate of interest in each quantile. The values in difference

correspond to the unit that the variable is measured at.

5. Results
Our results show the treatment effects of wet bulb temperature on the primary outcome,

Strong Spite, and the secondary outcome, Weak Spite. Primarily we use wet bulb Celsius as

a continuous treatment variable and standardize it to help with interpretability. We also use

a binary treatment variable where treatment is temperatures of anything over 24 degrees wet

bulb Celsius. A binary treatment variable is necessary for our machine learning methods to

analyze treatment heterogeneity in described in Section 4.3. Twenty-four degrees wet bulb

is used as the cutoff for treatment because it was the cutoff that maximized the coefficient

on the interaction between treatment and loss while minimizing the statistical significance

compared to the other cutoff options. Also when graphing non-parametric graphs of wet
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bulb temperature and spiteful outcomes, temperatures above 24 Celsius wet bulb have a

linear and postive correlation with spiteful outcomes (See Figure 6.6).

Our results show a positive and significant effect between the interaction between our

continuous treatment variable and those individuals that answered version B. However we

find no significant effect on our 𝜏2 , which is the individuals that lost the competition

before answering the dictator games and were exposed to hot temperatures. This finding

contrasts our original hypothesis we had when creating the research design. It seems that

individuals playing version B are having a more significant treatment effect, however the

outcome of the competition is not the driving force behind this difference. One theory could

be that individuals playing version B are having a more significant treatment effect than

those playing version A may be that the individuals playing version B are being exposed to

the hot environment for more than three times the amount of time when compared to version

A. This increased amount of time exposed to increase temperatures could be what is driving

the significance that we see in our models, however our results here can not for certain prove

that theory correct. Looking at heterogeneity in this treatment effect for individuals who

played version B, we see significant differences in individual characteristic across gender and

income inconsistency. Unfortunately the novel machine learning methods show inconsistent

results when compared to the heterogeneity found through traditional OLS. The data and

treatment variable may be to blame for some of the shortcomings of our machine learning

methods, however they do provide insight and hopefully knowledge for future researches

applications.
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5.1. The Effect of Temperature
We start our analysis by running the treatment estimation one on the entire data set (n

= 1,131). We run the treatment effect estimation one specified in Section 4.2 with the

continuous treatment variable of wet bulb Celsius standardized to have a mean zero and

standard deviation of one. The range of wet bulb temperatures spans from a minimum of

12.70 wet bulb Celsius to a maximum of 30.47 wet bulb Celsius. We run the model on

both Strong Spite and Weak Spite outcomes, including covariates for age and gender1. Our

coefficient on Wet Bulb Temp, 𝜏1, for model one with no covariates shows a value of 0.004

with a standard error of 0.014. This insignificant and small magnitude coefficient holds

among all four models ran in Figure 6.3. Based on these results, we can not reject the null

that temperature has no treatment effect on spiteful behavior. The null results held when we

ran the model with a binary treatment variable indicating treatment as anything over Wet

Bulb 24. The coefficients on Age and Male are positive, suggesting a positive relationship

between increasing age or being male and the likelihood of acting spitefully. However, the

coefficients are also not significant at any level, making the estimation’s results inclusive on

all levels. This estimation does not show any treatment effect on spiteful outcomes, so the

following section looks at a variation of the treatment effect to see if it can explain the subset

of the sample that is acting spitefully.

5.2. Main Results
The main results table, Figure 6.4, includes the three term interaction with the treatment

variable, 𝑊𝑒𝑡𝐵𝑢𝑙𝑏𝑇 𝑒𝑚𝑝, the individuals that lost the competition, 𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑠, and individuals
1Footnote: All models are run with country-fixed effects and standard errors clustered at the session level
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who answered the dictator games last in version B, 𝑉 𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐵. You can think of this inter-

action as a form of heterogeneity where as we are now looking at the effect of temperature

conditional on an individual losing the competition before they answered the dictator games.

The main results table, Figure 6.4, builds our OLS model up from left to right introducing

the interactions one by one to see how they effect the coefficients. The fifth column of the

table shows the full specification as described in section 4.2. The results show null effects in

the treatment effect as well as in the treatment effect with the three way interaction. Both

of these effects were hypothesized to be positive and significant. However not hypothesized

in our research design was the significance that the model finds in those individuals who

played version B and were exposed to hotter temperatures. When the interaction between

version B and the treatment, Wet Bulb Temp, is introduced to the model on its own it shows

a coefficient of 0.040 with a significance at the 5% level. This significance is interpreted as

for the individuals that played version B, when the temperature of the room increases one

standard deviation, there likelihood of answering spitefully increases by 4%. This is a sub-

stantial amount when we compare it to the original amount of Strong Spiteful outcomes in

the sample of 7%. This coefficient maintains and even increases its significance and magni-

tude as we introduce the other interaction terms that make up our main specification. In

column five, the main specification, we see that the coefficient increased to a 0.058 and is

significant past the 1% level (t-stat = 2.9). Although there is no significance on the indi-

viduals who lost the competition and played version B, the direction of there coefficients

are negative, opposite of what we hypothesized. In the main specification, column five, the

coefficient for the interaction of loss and version B is a -0.020 and when this interaction is

then interacted with treatment in the three way interaction, it has a value of -0.049. Again
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although these coefficients are not significant, the direction of these estimates are suggesting

that when individuals loss the competition, they are acting less spitefully. In other words,

individuals are acting more spitefully after they have won the competition.

The same main estimation with the outcome of weak spite instead of our primary

outcome of strong spite produces consistent results with our primary outcome, strengthening

our the validation in our findings. The coefficient for the interaction of 𝑊𝑒𝑡𝐵𝑢𝑙𝑏𝑇 𝑒𝑚𝑝 and

𝑉 𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐵 is again positive, however the significance and magnitude is less. This is expected

as individuals who are weak spiteful are displaying inconsistent preferences of acting out

spitefully and is not the best measure of an individuals spiteful intentions. The coefficients

on the interaction of the main model is 0.047 and only significant at the 5% level this is a

decline of magnitude from strong spite of 0.011 and a decline in significance from 1% to 5%

level. There is however the Loss coefficient in the weak spite outcome model that comes up

significant that previously in the strong spite model did not. The estimation is consistently

positive and significant at the 5% level with a main specification value of 0.069. Unfortunately

this estimation does not tell us much about the losers of the competition because half of the

observations who are included in this dummy variable, 𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑠, played version A which means

they lost the competition after they revealed there spiteful preferences in the dictator game.

In other words it is a noisy estimate and the proper estimation to look at is the interaction

between 𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑠 and 𝑉 𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐵 which in this model is has a small in magnitude but positive

coefficient and is by very insignificant.

The main specification used wet bulb Celsius as a continuous standardized variable. This

means that the treatment coefficient’s magnitude capture the change of a single standard
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deviation change from the mean has on spiteful probability. The mean wet bulb temperature

of our sample is 21.81 with a standard deviation of 3.87. For this reason we also look at

the base specification with a dummy treatment variable where the cutoff is 24 wet bulb

Celsius temperature. By looking at Figure 6.6, we can see that just by looking at the

unconditional relationship between wet bulb temperature and strong spiteful outcomes, wet

bulb temperatures past wet bulb 24 Celsius appear to have a linear and positive relationship

with strong spiteful outcomes. In our pre-analysis plan, we specified running secondary

models with a treatment dummy variable indicating any temperatures over 25 wet bulb

Celsius, however our in our sample, only India obtained temperatures over 25 Celsius wet

bulb. When we bring the dummy threshold to 24 Celsius wet bulb, we are able to include

observations from both India and Mexico. Unfortunately one of the limitations of our data

set at the time of this paper is the concentration of hotter temperatures being in India and

not even distributed across other countries.

Our previous findings are confirmed when we run the main specification with 24 wet

bulb Celsius dummy. Figure 6.7 shows how the same significance holds true as from the

continuous treatment model. We again see significance on interaction between 24 wet bulb

Celsius and version B at the 5% level for the simpler models and at the 1% level for the

main specification model in column five. The magnitude this coefficient when the interaction

is first introduced in column two is 0.090. To interpret this coefficient, for individuals who

played version B in a room that was hotter than 24 wet bulb Celsius, they are 9% more likely

to act spitefully than compared to individuals who played version B in a room under 24 wet

bulb Celsius. This coefficient is over two times the magnitude that we saw in the continuous

treatment model, where the coefficient on the interaction term was 0.040. This is consistent
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with what we see on the non parametric graph in Figure 6.6, that after 24 wet bulb Celsius

strong spiteful outcomes is increasing, especially for individuals playing version B.

Our main results suggest that there is a treatment effect of heat on spiteful outcomes,

however this effect is only seen in individuals who were exposed to these temperatures for

over 15 minutes before showing there anti-social prefrence. Individuals in version A were

exposed to heat for approximately 5 minutes before giving there answers to social preferences

while individuals in version B were exposed for approximately 15 minutes. Version B also

had individuals play a competition before giving answers of there social preferences, however

due to the null significance of all coefficients with the exception of the treatment effect

on version B it is likely that the excess time exposed to heat is driving this effect. Our

findings do not show evidence that previous findings from (Larrick et al. 2011a), (Craig

et al. 2016), and (Almås et al. 2019b) that a provoking event is necessary for heat to

have a significant treatment effect on anti-social outcomes. In contrary the individuals who

lost the competition, which was are purposely designed “provoking event”, actually ended

up answering dictator games less spitefully than those that won the competition in our

sample. However in our models these effects were not significant so there are no substantial

conclusions that we can draw from the treatment effect between individuals who won and

lost the competition at the time of this paper.

5.3. Heterogeneous Treatment Effects
In this Section, we explore heterogeneity in treatment effects and test two separate forms of

treatment2. We use the treatment dummy variable indicating temperatures greater than 24
2All treatment values are binary in the heterogeneous treatment effects because causal forests provide the

best results with a binary treatment
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wet bulb Celsius, as used in the OLS models previously. We use this treatment variable to

predict individual treatment effects for each observation using linear regression and causal

forest separately. For more information on the methods used here refer to Section 4.5.

Predicting individual treatment effect estimations allowed us to look at both, linear

regression and causal forest, models’ sorted average treatment effects (GATES). See sections

4.4 and 4.5 for more information on GATES method. The Figure 6.14 shows each model’s

predicted treatment effect for each observation in ascending order of predicted treatment

effect. Both linear regression and Causal Forest show differences in predictions for individuals

with the lowest treatment effect (G1) and individuals with the highest treatment effect (G5).

Linear regression shows a more extreme difference in predicted treatment effect most likely

due to over fitting. The linear regression model was trained on the same data that it was

tested on while the causal forest takes advantage of sample splitting to ovoid over fitting.

The Figure 6.14 shows this visually as the linear regression prediction line has a greater

slope than the causal forest prediction lines. When running a t-test between the differences

in means of the lowest quantile (G1) and highest quantile (G5) the values are statistically

significant at past the 0.1% level, meaning that there is heterogeneity in the conditional

predicted treatment effects. GATES analysis also allows for classification analysis (CLAN),

as described in Section 4.6. Through CLAN analysis, we find conflicting results between

linear regression and causal forest predictions when looking at treatment effects for the

covariates;𝑉 𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐵, 𝑉 𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐵 interacted with 𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑠, 𝑀𝑎𝑙𝑒, and 𝐿𝑜𝑤𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦.

Our CLAN analysis found conflicting results between the linear regression predictor

and the casual forest predictor. The linear regression predictor was most consistent with
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the heterogeneity that we found with our traditional OLS interaction terms. For example,

the linear predictor showed the most heterogeneity in treatment effects within observations

that took version B compared to version A. The difference in means between the lowest and

highest treatment effect quantiles (G5 - G1) was 0.875. In other words, there were 87%

more individuals who played version B in the highest predicted treatment effect group from

linear regression. This is a large difference and is consistent with our more traditional OLS

coefficients findings. The casual forest predictor however disagreed with the findings from

the linear regression. The causal forest found 7.7% less individuals that played version B in

the highest treatment effect group. When preforming a t-test on this prediction, it does not

come up significantly different from zero and therefore we can not reject the null that there

is not heterogeneity within the subcategory of individuals who played version B. The rest

of the covariates of interest, as shown in Figure 6.15, follow the same pattern with linear

regression and causal forest disagreeing on the direction of the differences between high and

low treatment quantiles. Some reasons for the differences may be due to the differences in

how both models are trained, with the casual forest taking advantage of sample splitting

while linear regression does not. When applied to our sample, linear regression seems to be

over fitting which leads to upward bias, however the sign of the results still give us important

insight into the heterogeneity. The causal forest on the other uses sample splitting, but with

only 1,131 observations, the causal forest was unable to have the power necessary to find

statistically significant heterogeneity.
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5.3.1. Gender

Our main results show heterogeneity within gender, with females being the largest drives of

the treatment effect that our findings shows within individuals who played version B. The

non-parametric graphs, Figure 6.9a and Figure 6.9b, show the unconditional differences of

the two genders differences in spiteful responses in comparison with wet bulb temperature.

Figure 6.9b shows females having a large treatment effect when temperature get to the high

end of the scale but this effect is only apparent in version B. The regression Figure 6.12,

confirms this effect by splitting the sample by gender and running a model with the interac-

tion between treatment and version B. These results show that the significance and positive

magnitude of the coefficient is largely driven by the females. In the strong spite column

for females, we find a 0.067 coefficient that is significant at the 5% level. This is with a

continuous treatment variable of wet bulb Celsius and just like in the main results when we

run the regression with the dummy treatment variable, the coefficient increase in magnitude.

The machine learning methods conflict on this effect, with linear regression finding a greater

treatment effect in males and a casual forest finding a greater treatment effect in females.

Based on how the methods were implemented, more weight should be placed in the casual

forest findings, as this method creates unbiased predictions while the linear regression had an

upward bias on all of its predictions. Our results suggest that there is heterogeneity within

gender interacted with those playing version B. Again version B had an extra 15 minutes of

heat exposure which may be telling us that genders are reacting differently when exposed to

longer periods of heat in relation to there anti-social behavior.
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5.3.2. Income Consistency

Income consistency was measured through our end-of-the-experiment survey. The question

asked to rank how consistently the received income from any source on a scale from one to

four. Four meant that the individual received no income in the last month, while one meant

the individual received income weekly. Our OLS results show a positive and significant effect

for the treatment effect of individuals who have low income consistency and played version B.

As seen in Figure 6.11, the effect on both strong and weak spite outcomes on the interaction

term is significant at the 5% level. This model with the continuous treatment variable shows

a coefficient for the strong spite outcome of 0.054 while the coefficient for the same model but

for high income consistent individuals finds a coefficient of -0.013. These results suggest that

low income consistent individuals are having a more spiteful response when temperatures

are rising during the longer heat exposure of version B. These findings are confirmed when

using the machine learning predictor of linear regression however are conflicted with the

casual forest prediction method. The linear regression finds a higher concentration of low

income consistent individuals in the highest treatment group while the causal forest finds

a lower concentration of low income individuals. It is important to note however that for

the causal forest this difference is not different from zero and so the model may just not

have enough statistical power to find the appropriate direction of the heterogeneity. Our

results suggest that the consistency at which one receives income is creating differences in

individuals treatment effect of heat and their spiteful outcomes. One limitation of this income

consistency is the fact that our sample was predominantly college students and so we are

unable to look at characteristics like annual income as most of the individuals are students.
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Although we are limited by the distribution of age by our sample, the income consistency

still gives insight into the behavioral of individual who have more verse less income.

6. Conclusion
Our findings provide insight into a previously unexplored hypothesis of our research design,

that increased exposure to high temperatures may be an significant factor in climates rela-

tionship to anti-social behaviors. The interaction between high temperatures and individuals

who were exposed to temperatures for three times longer than version A, in version B, is

where we find the strongest treatment effect of our results. We recognize that individuals

who played version B also were effected by the competition round played directly before they

revealed there social preferences but suspect that the treatment effect is not being driven

by this compeition and instead by the prolonged heat exposrue. We also find heterogeneous

treatment effects in females and individuals with low income consistency. Futures work

should explore closer the sub populations that are most effected by increased temperatures

as our results show evidence of substantial heterogeneity in those effected. Climate change is

set to increase temperatures and those individuals who are in this heat for excessive amounts

of time may be at the highest risk of experiencing behavioral changes.
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Appendix
Summary Stats (5.17.2023) Figure 6.1

Figure 6.1: Summary-Stats

Wet Bulb 24 Dummy Variable Indicator Summary Statistics Figure 6.2

Figure 6.2: wb24-summary-stats
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Treatment Effect Results - (5.17.2023) Figure 6.3

Figure 6.3: treatment-effect
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Main Results - Strong Spite (5.17.2023) Figure 6.4

Figure 6.4: main-results-strong
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Main Results - Weak Spite (5.17.2023) Figure 6.5

Figure 6.5: main-results-weak
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Main Non-Parametric Graph By Version(5.17.23) Figure 6.6

Figure 6.6: Non-Parametric
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Strong Spite - Dummy 24 Celsius Wet Bulb Treatment (5.17.2023) Figure 6.7

Figure 6.7: main-results-wb24-strong
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Weak Spite - Dummy 24 Celsius Wet Bulb Treatment (5.17.2023) Figure 6.8

Figure 6.8: main-results-wb24-weak
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(a) non-parametric-gender-vA (b) non-parametric-gender-vB

Figure 6.9: Non-Parametric Graphs By Gender
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(a) non-parametric-income-vA (b) non-parametric-income-vB

Figure 6.10: Non-Parametric Graphs By Income Consistency
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Income Consistency Heterogeneity Figure 6.11

Figure 6.11: results-income
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Gender Heterogeneity Figure 6.12

Figure 6.12: results-gender
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GATES Comparison Figure 6.13

Figure 6.13: gates-table

GATES line graph Figure 6.14

Figure 6.14: gates-line-graph
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CLAN Analysis Bar Graph Figure 6.15

Figure 6.15: clan-bar-graph
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Classification Analysis Table Figure 6.16

Figure 6.16: clan-table
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